
Earth Physics Introduction

Research into the structure and dynamics of the Earth uses a range of physical and
mathematical techniques and is grouped into the three main themes of Seismology
and Mathematical Geophysics, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics, and Geodynamics and
Geodesy. The work spans observational, theoretical, laboratory, computational and
data oriented studies, all directed towards understanding the structure and physical
processes in the earth’s interior, the crust or the earth’s fluid envelope.

New staff commencing during 2007 include two new continuing faculty members: Dr
H. Tkalcic in observational seismology and Dr A. McC. Hogg in ocean modelling.
Postdoctoral staff members P. Arroucau and M. Salmon joined the seismology group.
PhD students A. Abdulah, J. Hauser and E. Saygin graduated.

RSES is taking a major role in Component 13 of the National Cooperative Research
Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS) “Structure and Evolution of the Australian Continent”.
A company limited by guarantee, AuScope Ltd., has been established as the vehicle to
administer the $42.8M grant over 5 years, and ANU was the first to sign the necessary
agreements. As outlined in more detail below, RSES hosts activities in Earth Imaging
with support of portable instrumentation and transects, Geospatial with gravity
measurements and testing of portable equipment for satellite laser ranging, and
Simulation & Modelling with continuing of ‘pPlates’ software for tectonic
reconstruction. As a linked activity between the AuScope components Imaging,
Geospatial and Access and Interoperability, the Terrawulf II cluster computer has been
installed at RSES to provide capability in geophysical inversion.

An example of the use of the wavefront construction principle, the basis of a new scheme for the
computation of multi valued travel times that arise from smooth variations in velocity. Two snapshots
of the wavefront computed in the SEG/EAGE salt dome model. The orange sphere denotes the source

location. The wavefront is plotted at 3.375 s (magenta) and 4.125 s (cyan). Part of the wavefront
surface has been removed to facilitate visualization.

In the Centre for Advanced Data Inference a major upgrade of the Terrawulf compute
cluster used for intensive Earth science applications has been made possible by NCRIS
funding, combined with support from RSES. A new and more powerful cluster has
been constructed. Terrawulf II consists of 96 dual processor dual core 2.8GHz Opteron
systems with 8GB of memory per node, connected with Gigabit Ethernet.  Half of the
nodes are also connected through higher bandwidth switches which significantly
extend the range of potential applications of the cluster to both `tight’ and `loosely’
coupled codes. The new compute nodes have been delivered and are currently being
installed and configured by Alexander Technologies, with the expectation of
commissioning early in 2008. The Terrawulf II cluster will be integrated into the
AuScope grid and used for a broad range of geoscience data processing as well as
continuing development of state of the art inversion and data inference software.



NCRIS funding also enabled a major initiative during 2007 for the geodynamics group
- the commencement of the Geospatial component of AuScope. $15.8M was allocated
for investment in geodetic infrastructure throughout Australia, including three new
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) sites, a national Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS), terrestrial gravimeters, a test of a mobile Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR)
system and a contribution towards the new Terrawulf II linux cluster. Members of the
geodynamics group are involved in the AuScope Executive Committee, the Geospatial
Steering Committee as well as the gravity, VLBI and Grid Computing subcommittees
charged directly with the acquisition and deployment of the infrastructure. The ANU
component of the above equipment includes the acquisition of a FG5 absolute
gravimeter (currently on order) and a relative gravimeter (yet to be ordered), a gravity
technician and a SLR technician. Dr Jason Zhang commenced in November 2007 as
the SLR technician and will be involved in the instrument test in Burnie, Tasmania
from December 2007 to April 2008.

For the first time, surface deformations caused by two earthquakes (magnitudes <
Mw=5.0) have been detected in Australia from analysis of Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (INSAR) imagery. The epicentres and depths of these shallow events (<
3 km) are more precisely constrained by the InSAR analysis than by available seismic
observations. The combination of InSAR and seismic data is currently underway and
has the potential to provide new insights into the nature of the Southwest Seismic
Zone.

Amplitude of annual variations in mass in the Australian region (expressed in terms of mm of
equivalent water height) as estimated from 5 years of GRACE observations.

A new research direction commenced in 2007 was the use of data from the Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) to quantify changes in distribution of mass
on the Earth. The data were used to estimate temporal changes related to glacial
isostatic adjustments, as well as groundwater variations in the Murray-Darling basin
caused by the ongoing drought and calibration/validation studies using the annual
variations in sea surface heights in the Gulf of Carpentaria. New collaborative links
have been created with the Groupe de Recherche de la Géodésie Spatiale at the
Centre Nationale des Etudes Spatiales (Toulouse, France), with reciprocated visits in
2007 between the two institutions.
Field and numerical experiments were undertaken using data from infrasound
networks to quantify the performance of existing infrasound networks and to derive
an optimal network configuration for the detection of distant explosions as part of
the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-ban Treaty.
Other field experiments undertaken in 2007 included: the coring of lakes in southwest
Greenland to provide additional constraints on the timing of deglaciation processes;
the installation of a new, remote GPS site in Enderby Land, Antarctica to ascertain



whether the positive gravity anomaly observed by GRACE is caused by glacial isostatic
adjustment; coral sampling along the coast of Western Australia to extend the record
of relative sea level changes; and ongoing GPS observations in Papua New Guinea to
study the kinematics of present-day tectonic motion.

A numerical model of mountain deglaciation, which reproduces the observational estimates for the
recent past very well and can be used to make projections for future ice-volume changes.

Highlights of work in geophysical fluid dynamics this year included theoretical
modelling of the role of CO2 in the glacial cycle. Whether temperature changes led to
CO2 concentration changes in the earth’s atmosphere, or vice versa, as been the source
of much misinformation in recent public debate on climate change, largely because
there is no scientific consensus on the mechanism controlling glacial cycles. A new
simple model proposed by RSES, however, predicts the evolution of global
temperature and carbon dioxide over the glacial-interglacial cycle and demonstrates
that CO2 acts to amplify, but not trigger, the glacial cycle. Deglaciation is triggered by
variation in the earth’s orbit; thus, temperature rises lead CO2 increases at the end of
glaciation, but it is the feedback between these two quantities that drives the abrupt
warming during the transition from glacial to interglacial periods.

Observed records of Antarctic temperature and CO2 over the last 400,000 years (a) and modelled
insolation, global temperature and CO2 (b).



Studies of the ocean thermohaline overturning circulation continued in the
geophysical fluid dynamics laboratory, with a change of focus from steady-state
dynamics to the transient behaviour forced by small changes in the surface boundary
conditions, as implied by global warming. In particular, laboratory experiments
addressed the dynamics underlying the possibility of a potential shut-down of the
deep sinking leg of the circulation, and predicted that changes to surface buoyancy
fluxes of a few percent could lead to shut-down. The circulation was also shown to be
sensitive to differences between the buoyancy fluxes in the Northern and Southern
hemispheres.

As the main sinking leg of the global overturning involves density-driven overflows of
sills or ridges, the amount of mixing in these flows was investigated. The mixing is
dependent on a mixing efficiency (the amount of potential energy released that goes
into mixing rather than viscous dissipation) and this was found to be 8% to 11%, only
weakly dependent on the form of the topography.

In another laboratory study, this one of importance to the biological productivity and
human use of coastal waters, the dynamics of wakes behind islands and headlands
were shown to be sensitive to eddy disturbances or turbulence carried from upstream
of the topographic feature. The incident disturbances cause a faster dissipation of
wake instabilities with distance downstream, hence a smaller recirculation region. This
study utilised a new ultrasonic Doppler velocimeter.

Exchange flow over a sill in the laboratory, showing shear instability and mixing.

Laboratory and theoretical fluid dynamics studies also again included modelling of
lava flows, where cooling, solidification and yield-strength are important factors.
Solutions were obtained and tested experimentally for the spreading of solidifying
fluid on a slope, which leads to channellisation of the flow. A variety of inertial,
viscous, plastic and cooling-controlled flow regimes were also elucidated for flow
down a sloping channel.

In mantle dynamics, laboratory work in previous years on three-dimensional flow in
subduction zones was extended to understand the complicated interaction of
ascending mantle plumes and subduction zones, with a view to explaining the
distribution and ages of volcanism from the Yellowstone hotspot. This work involves a
close collaboration with the University of Rhode Island.

Computer modelling of the interaction of mantle dynamics with mantle chemistry and
plate tectonics continued with the aid of new three-dimensional numerical models.
The models were integrated over the age of the earth and include the “basalt barrier”,
an effect involving oceanic crust becoming buoyant once it sinks to depths more than
660km in the mantle. Large overturn events were found and explain why continental
crust was formed in bursts rather than continuously.

In a new project modeling the interior dynamics of exo-planets, the thermal
evolutions have been calculated for planets with Earth-like compositions and masses
ranging from 0.1 to 10 Earth masses. The more massive planets are predicted to be
more active, though not drastically so, as the rate of processing of the mantle through



melting zones (a proxy for the rate of interaction between the interior and the
surface) scale roughly in proportion to the mass.

The beginning of a mantle overturn, in which cold upper-mantle material sinks into the lower mantle
(right), while hotter material from the lower mantle rises into to upper mantle (left).

During the course of 2007, several complementary seismic experiments took place in
southeast Australia. The 40-instrument SETA array, deployed in eastern Tasmania in
October 2006, was removed in August this year. During its 10 month recording period,
hundreds of teleseismic events were detected, as well as several blasts detonated by
the University of Tasmania to generate wide-angle data. This high quality dataset is
currently the subject of tomographic analysis, and should yield much new information
on the deep structure beneath Tasmania. In February 2007, 31 short period and 5
broadband recorders were deployed in southwest NSW for a 9 month period as part of
the SEAL2 experiment. Shortly after the retrieval of these instruments, the SEAL3
array was deployed in southeast NSW.

In this case, the array comprises 57 3-component short period instruments, and will
continuously record for a 10 month period. In July, AuScope funds supported the first
work on transects with 200 km of reflection profile supplementing 1200 km of work
undertaken by Geoscience Australia and the Geological Survey of Queensland.  This
transect provides 3-D control on the nature of the Tasman Line in north Queensland.
The aim of these experiments is to improve the passive seismic data coverage of
southeast Australia in order to allow various classes of imaging techniques to
constrain the deep structure beneath this region.

Location of all seismic arrays that currently comprise the WOMBAT experiment.



With the appointment of H. Tkalcic, the research interests of the seismology group
expanded to include the structure of the Earth's core and the lowermost mantle. New
observations have been made at RSES this year, of the hitherto unobserved reflections
from the inner and outer core at very short epicentral distances. In addition, a new
dataset of core-sensitive seismic waves recorded at one of the RSES deployments in
Antarctica has been collected. The waveform data from the short period deployments
are being prepared and analysed for the purpose of an inversion of the high resolution
topography and P-velocity structure of a well sampled patch of the core mantle
boundary north of Australia. These data are crucial for the interpretation of the
internal workings of our planet.

Distribution of events (stars) with clear PcP arrivals recorded at SSCUA stations in Antarctica (triangles).
The red diamonds are bouncing points of the PcP waves at the CMB.

The past decade has seen a revolutionary growth in the way we study the Australian
lithosphere using seismic data. Numerous temporary deployments were installed
across the continent, and with each deployment, the quantity of seismic data has kept
increasing. The data are stored on various media in various formats and a serious
pressure is imposed on our technical officers to keep in balance with constantly
growing demands from researchers. Therefore, we have embarked on a major task of
reformatting, reorganisation and storing our data in a form that will enable more
functional data selection and acquisition resulting in user-friendly waveform formats
of desired seismic stations and time periods. We started from the most recently
collected dataset from Western Australia, by converting them to the so called
‘miniseed’ format, following broadly accepted seismological standards in data and
metadata managing. We created a user-friendly internet-based acquisition tool and
are now making progress towards converting the data from our past experiments into
the established database scheme. We purchased more than 8 Tb of new disk space,
that should be helpful in achieving these goals (Thanks Ross for your contribution!). A
remaining challenge is to create metadata files, compatible with the world standards,
from past seismological experiments.



Enhanced infrasound monitoring stations for CTBT verification

Douglas R. Christie

 Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia

The signing of the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) on 24 September
1996 has led to a rapid development in infrasound monitoring technology for Treaty
verification. A 60-station global infrasound monitoring network is under construction
and nearing completion. This network is designed to reliably detect infrasonic signals
from a 1-kiloton atmospheric nuclear explosion at two network stations. Global three-
station detection capability is desirable since this would greatly enhance network
reliability, lower detection thresholds and improve location estimates. Work carried
out at the ANU during the last year on monitoring array design and background noise
suppression suggests that the performance and reliability of the infrasound
component of the International Monitoring System (IMS) can be enhanced
considerably.

A detailed investigation of the spatial correlation of infrasonic signals from distant
explosions has shown that the low degree of signal correlation between elements in
many existing monitoring arrays may limit detection capability for regional and
distant explosions. A new technique based on the Mack and Flinn coherence model
has been developed to calculate the complete azimuthal variation of the array-
averaged correlation coefficient for arbitrary array configurations. This azimuthal
pattern provides a unique array characteristic that can be used directly as a measure
of array performance. This technique has been applied to a wide variety of arrays,
ranging from 3 to 9-element arrays, in an attempt to find an optimal design for an
IMS infrasound monitoring array. The results of this investigation show that the
detection capability of IMS stations with a small number of array elements for distant
explosions may be marginal when the array aperture exceeds 1 kilometer. These
studies also show that the performance of many existing 7- and 8-element arrays in
the IMS is not optimal. The performance of these arrays decreases rapidly at high
frequencies and the sensitivity may exhibit significant azimuthal variation in the
monitoring passband. A careful examination of a large number of possible array
configurations shows that an optimal array for nuclear explosion monitoring can be
achieved by using a 9-element array configuration arranged in the form of a small
aperture (350 m) centered triangle sub-array located at the center of a larger aperture
(1 km) pentagon array. This array design is recommended for future use at IMS
infrasound monitoring stations.

Wind-generated noise in the primary monitoring passband (0.4 to 1.2 Hz) is a serious
problem at many infrasound stations. Stations located in open exposed areas are often
subject to unacceptably high levels of background noise. Currently used wind-noise-
reducing pipe arrays provide a significant reduction in background noise levels, but
the degree of wind-noise-reduction may not meet CTBT verification requirements,
especially during the daytime when the boundary layer winds are coupled to the
surface. In order to meet essential monitoring requirements, wind-noise-reducing
systems need to provide at least two orders of magnitude reduction over that
provided by currently used pipe array systems. We have therefore developed a new
wind-noise-reducing system that is capable of effectively eliminating wind noise in
the monitoring passband at most infrasound monitoring stations. This system is based
on the use of a series of screens which effectively degrade turbulent eddies and lift
the turbulent boundary layer over the sensor inlets. This device is referred to as a
turbulence-reducing enclosure. A large number of designs have been tested. Initially,
these enclosures were constructed as open enclosures with concentric porous walls
with overlapping deep serrations along the top of each wall inclined away from the
center of the enclosure. These structures provided more than two orders of magnitude
noise reduction. Thus, these structures may be used in some cases with existing pipe
arrays to achieve acceptable background noise levels. The latest version of the noise-
reducing enclosure is, however, much more efficient. This version is constructed in the



form of a closed enclosure with a porous screened roof, internal baffles, and multiple
interior chambers. This highly efficient noise-reducing system has been tested with
both a small 6-port pipe array and with a single-inlet port system located at the
center of the enclosure. This system provides more than 4 orders of magnitude noise
reduction (see Figure 1) in winds of up to at least 6 m/s at a height of 2 m above the
surface. It is interesting to note that the single inlet port system is more efficient than
the 6-port pipe array at frequencies above 0.7 Hz. This new system can therefore be
used in some cases as a stand-alone system that does not require a pipe array. We
recommend, however, that this new noise-reducing system should be used at IMS
stations in conjunction with existing pipe arrays in order to completely eliminate
wind-generated background noise in the monitoring passband.

Figure 1.  Power spectral density of background noise data recorded simultaneously inside and outside a
turbulence-reducing-enclosure during typical daytime wind conditions at IMS monitoring station IS07

Warramunga.



Geophysical Applications of Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
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Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a high resolution imaging
technique.  InSAR is used to both estimate surface topography and precise temporal
surface deformation from satellite observations.

Our research has focused on temporal image stacking applied to the observation of
‘slow' (~1mm/yr) deformation processes and the application of new modelling
techniques to regions where InSAR is known to not work as effectively, including
humid, heavily vegetated regions, and areas with significant agricultural activity. The
principal motivation and contribution of our research is to: a) demonstrate, 'tune' and
develop new temporal InSAR analysis techniques, for the observation of 'slow'
geophysical deformation phenomena in InSAR-adverse regions; and b) improve the
accuracy, precision and computational efficiency of these techniques.

We have made the first InSAR observations of coseismic deformation on the
Australian continent, including magnitude 4.4 and 4.8 earthquakes in the South West
Seismic Zone of Western Australia (Fig. 1).  We have also tested the new ALOS PALSAR
sensor, launched in 2006, for characterizing topography and surface deformation (Fig.
2).  Our research will now focus on quantifying the spatial and temporal deformation
of the Perth basin, associated with ground water extraction.

Figure 2.  Topography estimated from ALOS PALSAR observations.  Resolution is 15 metres.



Figure 1.  Magnitude 4.8, 10/10/2007 Katanning, Western Australia, earthquake: observed and modelled
(L-Band) interferograms. Each fringe (or full color cycle) represents the line-of-sight range change of

one half of the radar instrument wavelength (i.e. 0.118 m), the wavelength of the ALOS PALSAR
instrument was 0.236 m. The ascending pass line-of-sight (target to satellite) unit vector was -0.596, -
0.139, 0.792 in the east, north and up components respectively. A) Observed interfergram. B) Computed

line-of-sight deformation along profile A-B. C) Modelled interferogram. D) Modelled line-of-sight
deformation along profile A-B (observed repeated in red). E) Observed minus modelled interferogram. F)

Observed minus modelled along profile A-B.



Uplift of the Catania Coastline Constrained by Submerged
Speleothems and Archaelogical Evidence
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We have established the rate of uplift along the Catania coastline (southeast Sicily,
Italy) over the last glacial-interglacial cycle using U-series ages of submerged
speleothems and archaeological evidence from the late Holocene for sea level
position.  The precisely determined ages of these sea level benchmarks were compared
with the expected relative sea level position based on glacio-hydro-isostatic modeling
to assess the rate of uplift in this region.

Siculo-Calabrian rift zone is coupled with strong regional uplifti of Calabria and
northeastern Sicily, which progressively decreases toward the north and the south,
spectacularly documented by flights of marine terraces developed along the coasts.
The region chosen for this study is the Augusta-Siracusa area, which is located at the
southern tip of the Siculo–Calabrian rift zone.

Submerged speleothems have been collected from a
range of depths between 17 and 36m below sea
level.  The age of speleothem calcification has been
determined to constrain periods of time when sea
level was below the elevation of these respective
caves.  These ages were determined using U-Th
dating of speleothem calcite using a multi-collector
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-
ICP-MS).  An example is shown in Figure 1, which
displays the growth history of one of the
speleothems recovered from a submerged cave in the
Siracusa region.

When combined with the age of various
archaeological sites that have been recently
described and characterized in terms of their
functional position relative to sea level (Scicchitano
et al., submitted) these data collectively define a very
low rate of uplift along this portion of the Sicilian
coastline.  This interpretation rests on the
observation that all of the aforementioned
benchmarks for sea level fall above the predicted
elevation of sea level for this area determined from
glacio-hydro-isostatic modeling.

Figure 1.

Scicchitano, G, Antonioli, F, Berlinghieri, EFC, Dutton, A,
Monaco, C (submitted) Submerged archaeological sites along
the Ionian coast of south-eastern Sicily (Italy) and implications
with the relative sea level change during the late Holocene,
Quaternary Research



Projected sea-level changes from glacier melt in the 21st century
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The IPCC (2001) report estimates a global sea-level rise of between 0.11 to 0.77 m by
the end of this century, a substantial part (between 0.05 and 0.11 m) will come from
mountain glaciers. The latest IPCC (2007) report further notes that the melting of
mountain glaciers will be a major contributor to sea-level rise for the rest of this
century. For future projections, in particular, it becomes important to know how much
ice is stored in mountain glaciers at present. Raper and Braithwaite (2005) estimated
the potential sea-level rise from land based ice based on the areas of glaciers and ice
caps of 522,000 km2, not including glaciers at the periphery of the Antarctic and
Greenland ice sheets. Their relationship between changes in area and volume of
glaciers consequently results in an ice mass in glaciers and ice caps of 88,000 km3

equivalent water. In total, this means that glaciers and ice caps have the potential to
contribute 0.241±0.026 m to global sea-level rise, 41% from glaciers and 59% from
ice caps.

A seasonally and regionally differentiated numerical model of mountain deglaciation
has been developed which reproduces the observational estimates for the recent past
very well (see Figure 1) and can therefore be used to make projections for future ice-
volume changes. This approach needs to be treated with caution, in particular since (i)
glacier-area changes with time and (ii) dynamic changes are not included. These
effects operate in different directions but it is difficult to estimate the extent to
which they cancel each other out. Order of magnitude estimates for (i) can be
calculated for individual glaciers assuming the area-volume relationship of Chen and
Ohmura (1990). For example, a glacier at the Seward Peninsula (Alaska) with an
average ice-volume loss of 0.0079 km3 year-1 w.e. over the first decade of the 21st

century and an initial area of 10 km2 would be gone by 2050. A glacier in the St. Elias
Mountains (Alaska) with an average ice-volume loss of 0.0541 km3 year-1 w.e. within
the period 2000-2010 and an area of 100 km2 would just make it to 2100. The
predicted ice-volume loss at the Svalbard Archipelago of 0.0033 km3 year-1 w.e. means
that glaciers with an area smaller than 10 km2 are unlikely to survive the 21st century.

In summary, glaciers of the order of a few hundred km2 are likely to survive this
century, while all smaller glaciers will probably disappear by 2100 or earlier at the
current melting rate predicted with the numerical model. Two estimates of global
cumulative ice-volume changes within the 21st century determined by the numerical
model are shown in Figure 1. In total, ice-volume changes equivalent to a eustatic
sea-level rise of between 146 and 162 mm over the period 2000-2100 are determined.
This indicates that over 60% of the total ice mass of mountain glaciers is gone by
2100 based on the estimate of current glacier mass by Raper and Braithwaite (2005)
of 241±26 mm w.e..

Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of ice-volume loss over the 21st century
predicted by the numerical model. According to this result, northwest America, central
Asia, and northeast America are the biggest contributors to the total, accounting for
33%, 28%, and 14%, respectively. Glaciers on the archipelago of Svalbard alone
contribute almost 4%.

On these regional scales the results of the numerical model only partly agree with
other studies. These discrepancies reflect the problems of accurately estimating
contributions to future global sea-level rise from continental ice-mass loss and
identify particular areas for further study.
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Figure 2.
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Studies of water signals using space gravity data
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The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) space gravity mission was
launched in 2002 and has had a profound effect on the detection and interpretation
of changes in the Earth’s gravity field. The temporal variations in the Earth’s gravity
field induce changes in the distance between the two GRACE satellites. Such gravity
changes can be caused by hydrologic signals, glacial isostatic adjustment, oceanic
phenomena as well as changes in the cryosphere – both melting and accumulation.
The interpretation of the observed changes requires that the changes be correctly
associated with one of many geophysical processes that may cause such effects.

Analysis of GRACE data at RSES commenced in 2007, with a 3 month visit of Dr G.
Ramillien (CNRS, Toulouse, France), a 6 month Advanced Studies Course project by
PhB student Jennifer Zhu, a 6 month research project by MSc student Nick Brown. To
assess the accuracy of GRACE estimates, a study of mass variations in the Gulf of
Carpentaria was undertaken, a zone where there is a non-gravitational variation in sea
surface height of ~0.5 m with an annual period. Tide gauge measurements at Groote
Eyreland provide an independent estimate of sea surface height variations against
which the GRACE estimates were validated. SSH variations from the GRACE solutions
of the Groupe de Recherche en Géodésie Spatiale were found to match well the tide
gauge records in both phase and amplitude, thus demonstrating that the analysis of
GRACE data in the Australian region holds considerable – yet unexploited – potential
for investigating variations in water - in particular groundwater - in Australia.

Figure 1.  Amplitude of annual variations in mass in
the Australian region (expressed in terms of mm of
equivalent water height) as estimated from 5 years

of GRACE observations.



Mantle Evolution: Integrating Dynamics, Chemistry and Tectonics
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The mantle may have undergone episodic layering punctuated by dramatic overturns
that would have been major magmatic and tectonic events, according to new results
of numerical modelling of evolving mantle dynamics incorporating a “basalt barrier”
mechanism. The overturns died out after 1.5-1.8 Ga in the models because tectonic
plates become thicker and heavier as the mantle cools.  The overturn events may be
recorded in the D” region of the bottom of the mantle by trace element and isotope
signatures of the mantle melting that would have accompanied the overturns.  It is
possible that overturn events like these could account for the continental crust having
been formed in bursts rather than continuously.  During an overturn hotter and more
fertile material from the lower mantle floods into the upper mantle and generates
enough primary melt to resurface the Earth to a depth of 10 km in basaltic lava flows.

The new results were obtained in the continuation of a project using numerical
modelling to understand the dynamics of the early mantle.  The mantle controls
surface tectonics and the present geochemistry of the mantle.  Previously we have
reported how models of this type, in both two and three dimensions, can account for
geochemical observations of mantle heterogeneity, stratification and an apparent age
of around 1.8 Ga.  The new models extend previous models by computing the
complete evolution of the models over the age of the Earth, with declining internal
radioactive heating and by incorporating the basalt barrier.  The barrier occurs
because subducted oceanic crust is expected, on the basis of laboratory experiments,
to be buoyant just below the mantle transition zone at 660 km, down to a depth of
about 750 km.

The new results raise the prospect of a single mantle model being able to explain
tectonic history and the present chemical and physical structure of the mantle, even
including the noble gases, which have been quite enigmatic.  Until now it has not
been clear how all of the relevant observations might be reconciled.

Figure 1.  The beginning of a mantle overturn,
in which cold upper-mantle material sinks
into the lower mantle (right), while hotter

material from the lower mantle rises into to
upper mantle (left).
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Exchange flows between ocean basins
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Ocean straits and sills act as valves that control the rate of transport of water around
the deep oceans and flow between shallow seas and the oceans. The transport
commonly occurs through straits and over bottom sills, such as the Denmark Strait
between the Arctic and North Atlantic Oceans, or a host of channels and sills through
the mid-ocean ridges connecting abyssal basins. The exchange flows involve strong
velocity and density gradients between the water flowing in different directions, and
the flow becomes turbulent. Using laboratory experiments we have measured both the
amount of mixing that occurs and the rate at which water is exchanged.

This year we have clarified the effects of different geometries, such as short or long
straits, and straits with sills. Mixing in the flow reduces the exchange rate by
approximately 16% relative to that predicted by inviscid hydraulic theory. Friction
leads to a further reduction that depends on the length of the channel. However, our
main focus is the mixing, which we describe in terms of a mixing efficiency. The
mixing efficiency is defined as the proportion of the available potential energy
released by the flow that is used to raise the centre of mass by vertical mixing, and is
independent of whether the strait is narrow or wide, or short or long. For large
Reynolds numbers the mixing efficiency takes a constant value of 11±1%. The mixing
is also only weakly dependent on the presence of a smooth sill or a steep-sided ridge,
the smallest value measured being 8.4% when there is a sill with gently sloping sides
(figure 1).

These measurements are in agreement with our scaling theories that predict both the
observed exchange rate and the mixing efficiency. We expect these results will be
useful in estimating the contribution of exchange flows to the total interior mixing in
the oceans.

Figure 1. Exchange flow over a sill in the laboratory, showing shear instability and mixing.

Prastowo, T. J., Griffiths, R. W., Hughes, G. O. and Hogg, A. McC. (2007) Mixing efficiency in controlled
flows. J. Fluid Mech., submitted.



Glacial Cycles and Carbon Dioxide

Andrew McC. Hogg1
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The earth's climate over the last million years is punctuated by a 100,000 year cycle of
ice ages and warm interglacials. Air temperature over Antarctica, as determined from
ice core data, goes through four glacial cycles in the past 430,000 years (see Fig. 1a;
reproduced from Petit et al. 1999). At the end of each glaciation temperature
increases rapidly, as does CO2, producing a sawtooth pattern.

The role of CO2 in the glacial cycle has been the source of much misinformation in
recent public debate on climate change, largely because there is no scientific
consensus on the mechanism controlling glacial cycles. Here I propose a simple model
which predicts the evolution of global temperature and carbon dioxide over the
glacial-interglacial cycle. In this model, CO2 acts to amplify, but not trigger, the glacial
cycle. Deglaciation is triggered by variation in the earth’s orbit; thus, temperature rises
lead CO2 increases at the end of glaciation, but it is the feedback between these two
quantities that drives the abrupt warming during the transition from glacial to
interglacial periods (shown in Fig. 1b).

Figure 1. (a) Observed records of Antarctic temperature and CO2 over the last 400,000 years. (b)
Modelled insolation, global temperature and CO2.

Hogg, A. McC. (2007). Glacial Cycles and Carbon Dioxide: A conceptual model. Geophys. Res. Lett., In
Press.



Modelling the sensitivity of the ocean thermohaline circulation to
changing forcing

Ross W. Griffiths1, Graham O. Hughes1, Melissa A. Coman1
, Kial D. Stewart1
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Oceanographers have been examining the question of whether the overturning
circulation of the oceans will change in response to global warming, with consequent
feedbacks to climate. A particular concern is a potential shut-down of the deep
sinking leg of the circulation.

We have modelled the adjustment of a convective circulation to changing surface
boundary conditions, such as atmospheric warming or increased freshwater inflow in
high latitude oceans. In experiments such a circulation was brought to its equilibrium
(balanced) state and then the surface boundary conditions were changed. This disturbs
the fine balance within the circulation and causes one of two dramatic responses in
the flow. Increased surface cooling rapidly leads to a large increase in the rate of
overturning, followed by an exponential decay toward a new finely balanced state
similar to the initial state. The measured exponential timescale is easily predicted from
a simple theory.

On the other hand, a surface warming can lead to a shutdown of the deep sinking and
the circulation quickly becomes confined to a shallow upper ocean layer. The shallow
overturning is temporary, and a full-depth overturning circulation comparable to the
initial state is eventually restored. A new theoretical solution for the equilibrium state
(Hughes et al. 2007) helps us to understand the surface changes that will lead to shut-
down. The results are consistent with the effects of increased melt water input,
published last year, which indicated that shut-down can occur with a 4% change in
the surface buoyancy forcing.

Figure 1. A photograph of dye in the convective overturning when a larger polar cooling flux is applied
to the right hand quarter of the upper surface, a weaker polar cooling flux is applied to the left hand
quarter of the surface, and the equatorial region is heated such that there is no net heat input. The

blue dye reveals a weaker sinking and shallow circulation while the red dye shows a strong full-depth
overturning. The blue-dyed water is also entrained into the stronger plume and cycled throughout the

box.

We have also shown this year that the circulation is sensitive to the relative fluxes in
northern and southern hemisphere sinking regions. These regions generate waters of
different density (the Antarctic Bottom Water and North Atlantic Deep Water) and a
few percent change in the density or volume flux in one relative to the other can lead
to a substantial modification of both the patterns of ventilation in the deep
circulation and cross-equatorial transport in the upper ocean (figure 2). We have
undertaken a review of the physics governing horizontal convection (Hughes and
Griffiths, 2008) and are currently studying the role of flows between ocean basins,
which occur through straits and over sills, in controlling the rate of overturning.



Figure 2. The stream function from a numerical simulation of the experiment in figure 1.  The black
contour lines represent streamlines of the flow; close contour lines mean faster flow velocities.

Hughes, G.O., Griffiths, R.W., Mullarney, J.C. and Peterson, W.H. (2007) A theoretical model for
horizontal convection at large Rayleigh number. J. Fluid Mech. 581, 251–276.
Hughes, G.O. and Griffiths, R.W. (2008) Horizontal convection. Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech. 40, in press.



The stability of strongly tilted mantle plume tails
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Mantle plumes are produced by heat conducted into the Earth's mantle from the
underlying core. This heating forms a thermal boundary layer of hot, low viscosity
fluid, which focuses into narrow plumes that rise through the mantle. At the Earth's
surface, partial melting of the plumes produces flood basalts from plume heads and
volcanic island chains from plume tails.

As plume tails rise through the mantle, they are deflected by large-scale convection
driven by the subduction of cold lithospheric plates. The behaviour of these plume
tails was first investigated in the laboratory by shearing compositional plumes (e.g.
Whitehead, 1982; Richards and Griffiths, 1988). In these studies, the plume tails
became gravitationally unstable if their angle to the horizontal became less than a
critical angle. However, in subsequent laboratory experiments with sheared thermal
plumes (Richards and Griffiths, 1989; Kerr and Mériaux, 2004), this gravitational
instability has never been seen, even when the plumes were deflected to almost
horizontal orientations.

To examine whether this contrasting behaviour is due to diffusion, we have
investigated theoretically and experimentally the gravitational stability of a horizontal
cylindrical region of buoyant fluid. At low Reynolds numbers and large viscosity ratios,
the convective flow depends on only one dimensionless parameter: the Péclet number
Pe. We find that the flow is stable at small Pe (Figure 1), and unstable to gravitational
instability at large Pe (Figure 2). The critical Péclet number is about 140. These results
explain the stability of the sheared thermal plume experiments of Richards and
Griffiths (1989) and Kerr and Mériaux (2004). The results also predict that sheared
thermal plume tails are gravitationally stable in both the upper and lower mantle.

Figure 1.  A stable rising cylinder of buoyant fluid, at Pe = 82.5.



Figure 2.  Gravitational instability of a rising cylinder of buoyant fluid, at Pe = 533.

Kerr RC, Mériaux C (2004) Structure and dynamics of sheared mantle plumes. Geochemistry Geophysics
Geosystems 5: Q12009, doi:10.1029/2004GC000749
Richards MA, Griffiths RW (1988) Deflection of plumes by mantle shear flow: experimental results and a
simple theory. Geophysical Journal  94: 367-37
Richards, MA, Griffiths RW (1989) Thermal entrainment by deflected mantle plumes. Nature 342: 900-
902
Whitehead JA (1982) Instabilities of fluid conduits in a flowing earth - are plates lubricated by the
asthenosphere? Geophysical Journal of the Royal astronomical Society. 70: 415-433



Effects of upstream disturbances on headland wakes in coastal waters
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Wakes are important features in the coastal environment. Flows around islands and
headlands bring nutrients up from deeper waters, influence the distribution of
sediments and provide favourable environments for marine biota. These flows also
affect pollutant dispersal and must be considered in offshore disposal strategies. While
many wake studies have assumed a smooth steady oncoming flow, Nature provides a
more complex flow that often contains eddies and turbulence from other topographic
features upstream. These may alter the size and stability of the wake, along with rates
of exchange between the wake and the surrounding water.

We have modelled headland wakes, with and without disturbances carried from
upstream, using a 3-metre flume and ultrasonic Doppler velocity measurements. A
surprising finding is that over a range of conditions, the disturbance to the upstream
flow results in a wake that both contains weaker eddies overall and decays more
rapidly with distance downstream of the headland (figure 1). Incident disturbances
modify the stability of the shear at the edge of the wake and partially suppress the
formation of coherent eddy structures in the lee of the headland. The kinetic energy
in the region of the wake close to the headland is distributed over a greater spanwise
extent and a broader range of (eddy) frequencies, which results in a more rapid
dissipation of the eddies with distance downstream. We are currently investigating the
interactions of flow structures in the lee of the headland that facilitate this behaviour,
and exploring more fully the range of conditions under which such interactions occur.

Figure 1. Cross-stream velocities without and with an incident disturbance, measured across the
headland wake at (a) just behind the headland, (b) one headland diameter downstream and (c) two
diameters downstream. Note the rapid decay in velocity, and therefore kinetic energy, in the right
column as you move downstream. (Velocities are normalised by the freestream velocity; positive

velocities indicate motion away from the wall, negative indicates motion towards the wall).



Internal Activity and Evolution of Exoplanets

Andreea Papuc and Geoffrey F. Davies1
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More than 250 planets have been discovered orbiting other stars, and the smallest of
these have masses about 5 times Earth’s mass.  The discovery of smaller and more
Earth-like planets is anticipated over the next few years.  Whether conditions on such
planets might be suitable for life depends on many factors.  The internal activity of
the planet is one important factor, as volcanic activity is expected to strongly
influence the composition of the atmosphere, which is a key component of the
surface environment.  Some spectroscopic information has already been obtained for
an exoplanet and as such observations are accumulated the composition of their
atmospheres will become clearer.

It is possible to calculate the expected level of mantle activity, and hence of tectonic
activity, as a function of the planets’ mass using already-published calculations of
their internal structure, which controls mantle depth, gravity and other parameters.  It
is also possible to calculate an approximate internal thermal evolution using the
‘parameterised convection’ approximation that is well-established for Earth.  We have
calculated thermal evolutions for planets with Earth-like compositions and masses
ranging from 0.1 to 10 Earth masses.

The Figure shows the rate at which mantle material is processed through melting
zones near the surface, as this is a useful measure of the rate of interaction between
the interior and the surface. The more massive planets are more active, though not
drastically so, as the processing rates scale roughly in proportion to the mass.  Even
after 10 billion years planets of 5-10 Earth masses would have tectonic activity
comparable to Earth’s at present, whereas the smallest planet would be 10-100 times
less active, as is true of Mars (0.12 Earth masses) in our solar system.

Figure 1.

Papuc, A. M. and Davies, G. F., The internal thermal evolution and activity of Earth-like planets,
submitted, Icarus (2007).



Kinematics and flow patterns in deep mantle and upper mantle
subduction models: Influence of the slab to mantle viscosity ratio and

the mantle depth

W. P. Schellart
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Subducting slabs are the primary driving force for plate tectonics and mantle
convection on Earth. It has been found that subduction of oceanic lithosphere is
accomplished not only by trenchward motion of the subducting plate but also by
retrograde (oceanward) motion of the trench itself. On a global scale, trench retreat is
responsible for about 1/4 of the total subduction rate [Schellart et al., 2007], but it
varies considerably for different subduction zones. This variety can be explained by
the variety in slab widths observed on Earth [Schellart et al., 2007], but the effect of
each of these two modes on mantle flow patterns remains uncertain. Another
uncertainty regards the magnitude of the slab/mantle effective viscosity ratio on
Earth, and its influence on plate motion and trench migration.

In the last three years, three-dimensional fluid dynamic laboratory experiments have
been conducted at RSES that investigated the subduction process in upper mantle
models and deep mantle models for various subducting plate/mantle viscosity ratios
(hSP/hM = 59-1375) [Schellart, in review]. The models were conducted to investigate
the mantle flow field, geometrical evolution of the slab, sinking kinematics, and
relative contributions of plate motion and trench migration to the total rate of
subduction.

All models show that the subducting plate is always moving trench-ward due to slab
pull. Furthermore, all deep mantle models show trench retreat, as do upper mantle
models in the initial stage of subduction before slab tip-transition zone interaction.
Upper mantle models with a low hSP/hM (66, 217) continue to show trench retreat after
interaction. Upper mantle models with a high hSP/hM (378, 709) show a period of
trench advance after interaction followed by trench retreat. Upper mantle models
with a very high hSP/hM (1375) show continued trench advance after interaction.

The difference in trench migration behavior and associated slab geometries is
attributed to both hSP/hM and the mantle depth to plate thickness ratio TM/TSP. Four
subduction regimes are defined: Regime I with trench retreat, slab draping and a
concave trench; Regime II with episodic trench migration, slab folding and a concave
trench; Regime III with trench advance, slab roll-over geometries and minor trench
curvature; Regime IV with trench retreat, slab draping and a rectilinear trench. Trench
retreat and rollback motion of the slab induce quasi-toroidal return flow around the
lateral slab edges towards the mantle wedge. Rollback-induced poloidal flow around
the slab tip is not observed (Fig. 1). Comparison between the upper mantle models and
subduction zones in nature imply that the slab/mantle effective viscosity ratio in
nature is less than 103 and of the order 1-7  102.



Figure 1. Side view of laboratory subduction model illustrating slab geometry and poloidal mantle flow
patterns in the centre of the subduction zone. Left is composite photograph and right is interpretation.

Schellart, W.P., J. Freeman, D.R. Stegman, L. Moresi, and D. May, Evolution and diversity of subduction
zones controlled by slab width, Nature 446, 308-311, 2007.
Schellart, W.P., Kinematics and flow patterns in whole mantle and upper mantle subduction models:
Influence of the slab to mantle viscosity ratio, Geochemistry Geophysics Geosystems, in review.



AuScope

RSES is taking a major role in Component 13 of the National Cooperative Research
Infrastructure Strategy (NCRIS) “Structure and Evolution of the Australian Continent”.

A company limited by guarantee, AuScope Ltd., has been established as the vehicle to
administer the $42.8M grant over 5 years.   ANU was the first to sign the necessary
agreements. RSES hosts activities in Earth Imaging with support of portable
instrumentation and transects, Geospatial with gravity measurements and testing of
portable equipment for satellite laser ranging, and Simulation & Modelling with
continuing of pPlates software for tectonic reconstruction. As a linked activity
between Imaging, Geospatial and the AuScope grid, the Terrawulf II cluster computer
has been installed at RSES to provide capability in geophysical inversion.

In July, AuScope funds supported the first work on transects with 200 km of reflection
profile supplementing 1200 km of work undertaken by Geoscience Australia and the
Geological Survey of Queensland.  This transect provides 3-D control on the nature of
the Tasman Line in north Queensland.



Tomography with self adaptive parametrisation
Thomas Bodin1, Malcolm Sambridge1
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In standard tomography, the model is parametrized by a uniform grid. The inversion
process consists of finding the velocity for each cell. The problem is often weakly non-
linear and an iterative linearised inversion technique is commonly used. We have
developed a method which uses voronoi cells instead of a regular mesh for the
parametrization. The voronoi cells are defined by their centres which are able to move.
That is, the position of each cell defining the velocity model becomes an unknown to
be inverted for.

A Monte Carlo sampler has been implemented in a Bayesian context. At each step of
the chain, a change from the current model is proposed: we either change the velocity
or the position of one random cell. The forward problem is computed and provides
new estimated travel times. The new misfit to observed travel times is compared to
that of the current model. The proposed model is either accepted or rejected using a
predefined probabilistic threshold.

Consequently, the chain samples the model space and converges towards models with
improved data fit. The method takes as a solution the average of a family of models
with satisfactory fit to the data. Each model in the family has a different
parametrization but the average often looks smooth without obvious
'parametrization' artefacts. The standard deviation of the family forms a continuous
map and can be used as a proxy for the error for the solution model. Note that this
estimation of uncertainty is obtained without need of prior estimation of data noise.

We have been working on the optimisation of the algorithm so only a part of  the full
forward problem needs to be recomputed at each sample. This optimisation together
with the computing power of the Terrawulf facility available at RSES (CADI) will
enable us to use this technique of parameter search on tomography problems with a
larger number of unknowns.

The method has been tested on synthetic situations where the ray coverage is not
uniform and where the parametrisation is an issue. One advantage is that the method
does not need to use any regularisation. The results look better than when a standard
method is used. This new approach can be viewed as a 'self regularizing approach'.
The technique has also been tested on real data and gives promising results.



Figure 1: Upper left map shows the true model. The upper right map shows the ray geometry. The lower
left map shows the model sampled with the best fit to the data and the lower right map shows the

average estimated solution.



Imaging seismic discontinuities of the lithosphere beneath Southern
Australia
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We are determining the variation in crustal and lithospheric thickness through
exploitation of recordings of distant earthquakes in a corridor extending from the
Curnamona craton to the east coast of Australia, crossing the transition from
Precambrian to Phanerozoic belts. We use the data recorded by recent broad-band
deployments (Figure 1) that we realized in Southern Australia: MT GAMBIER (2005-
2006), MBALE and SOC (2007-2008). Receiver functions are time series obtained from
three-component seismograms by deconvolving one component with respect to
another to remove common contributions acquired well away from the seismic
receiver. The P receiver functions technique uses the radial component along the
great-circle between source and receiver deconvolved with the vertical component.
An example of P receiver function is shown in Figure 2. We are using an inversion
method, the neighbourhood algorithm (Sambridge, 1999), to determine the crust and
upper mantle structure that can explain the observed receiver function (Figure 3).

The S receiver function technique recently developed by Farra and Vinnik (2000) uses
the seismic phases converted from S to P at the seismic discontinuity beneath the
stations to map the depths of seismic transitions. The research team at the GFZ
Potsdam has associated a seismic discontinuity mapped from S receiver function
studies with the base of the lithosphere in several regions of the world, for instance in
the vicinity of Hawaii (Li et al. 2004). We are combining in Southern Australia the S
receiver functions with the more conventional P receiver functions technique that can
exploit shorter periods and provide a good determination of the Moho topography.
We are working on improving the S receiver functions technique by taking into
account the anisotropy beneath the receiver.

Figure 1.  Map of recent deployments in South Australia.



Figure 2.  Example of observed (solid line) and predicted (dashed line) receiver functions obtained at
Canberra.

Figure 3. Seismic velocity profile obtained with the neighbourhood algorithm for Canberra.

Farra V and Vinnik L (2000) Upper mantle stratification by P and S receiver functions. Geophys. J. Int.
141:699-712
Li X, Kind R, Yuan X, Wölbern I, Hanka W (2004). Rejuvenation of the lithosphere by the Hawaiian
plume. Nature 427:827-829
Sambridge M S, (1999) Geophysical inversion with a neighbourhood algorithm. I. Searching a parameter
space. Geophys. J. Int. 138:479-494



Multi arrival wavefront tracking in three dimensions
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The traditional focus in seismology has been on the first arrivals of wavefronts, despite
the potential for a wavefront to triplicate if it propagates in the presence of velocity
perturbations. This means that at a given receiver, one might observe several later
arrivals. These later arrivals provide additional structural information, as they have
taken different paths through the medium compared to the first arrivals.

The wavefront construction principle is used here as the basis of a new scheme for the
computation of multi valued travel times that arise from smooth variations in
velocity. The wavefront is represented as a set of nodes with a triangular topology.
Local ray tracing can then be used to advance the wavefront in a series of discrete
time steps. As the wavefront propagates nodes and hence triangles have to be added
and removed from the wavefront in order to maintain a fixed density of points.
Describing a surface with a given accuracy is a well-known problem in the field of
computer graphics, where algorithms for surface refinement and simplification have
been known for the last 25 years. The idea is therefore to use these methods together
with a refinement and simplification criteria based on the phase space distance
between nodes to maintain a given point density on the wavefront as it propagates.

A smoothed version of the SEG/EAGE salt dome model is used to test this new
approach. The model consists of a plunging salt stock (see figure 1) surrounded by
sand layers and lenses. The wave speed contrast between the salt and surrounding
sediments is more than 30%. A source is placed above the salt stock and as the
wavefront propagates it starts to triplicate once it reaches the salt sediment
transition. Despite having smoothed the model the wavefront eventually becomes very
complex with several smaller swallowtails superimposed on the major swallowtail (see
figure 2). The swallowtails also start to intersect each other. The results show that the
mesh refinement and simplification strategy chosen in this work can handle
wavefronts which become far more complex than those computed with previous
wavefront tracking techniques.

Potential applications of multi valued travel times include seismic tomography where
later arrivals can provide additional constraints. Combining multi arrival wavefront
tracking with the Gaussian beam method could also help to understand crustal
multipathing of incoming teleseismic waves, which might be observed in receiver
functions.



Figure 1. Slices through the smoothed version of the SEG/EAGE salt dome model. The 3000 m/s iso-
surface corresponds roughly to the boundary of the salt dome.

Figure 2. Two snapshots of the wavefront computed in the SEG/EAGE salt dome model. The orange
sphere denotes the source location. The wavefront is plotted at 3.375 s (magenta) and 4.125 s (cyan).

Part of the wavefront surface has been removed to facilitate visualisation.



WOMBAT: An evolving seismic array experiment in Australia
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Over the last decade, a rolling array of seismometers (known as WOMBAT – SE) has
been sequentially deployed throughout southeast Australia to record passive seismic
activity. To date, nearly 400 separate sites have been occupied with nominal station
spacings of 40-50 km on the mainland and 15-20 km in Tasmania (see Figure 1).
Deployment periods for each of the 10 arrays installed so far have varied between 4-
10 months, and the number of simultaneously recording instruments has ranged
between 20-80.

The majority of seismic sensors used have been vertical component short periods,
although a number of arrays included a mix of short period and three component
stations due to an upgrade of the short period seismometer pool. A long term goal of
the WOMBAT experiment is to continue deploying stations throughout eastern Australia
in order to achieve high density coverage of the Palaeozoic Orogens that underpin the
Tasmanides.

The intra-plate location of the Australian land mass does not readily permit detailed
seismic imaging with local earthquakes. However, the frequency and distribution of
large earthquakes associated with the surrounding plate boundary regions makes
teleseismic tomography an ideal tool for mapping the 3-D wavespeed structure of the
crust and upper mantle beneath the seismic array cluster. So far, four separate
teleseismic tomography studies have been published using data from different
locations. These results have yielded valuable insight into the architecture of the
Australian plate. For example, the possible presence of sizable fragments of
Proterozoic continental lithosphere beneath the Paleozoic Lachlan Orogen in eastern
Australia; and evidence of a diffuse mantle source for the late Tertiary and Quaternary
volcanism in Victoria.

The shear volume and diversity of passive seismic data recorded in southeast Australia
by the rolling array of seismometers makes it a valuable resource for other classes of
study, including ambient noise tomography, shallow receiver functions (using the
three-component data), and array seismology (e.g. illumination of the core-mantle
boundary). One current line of research aims to combine teleseismic data from all
arrays in a single inversion for a unified image of the 3-D structure beneath southeast
Australia.



Figure 1.  Location of all seismic arrays that currently comprise the WOMBAT experiment.



Teleseismic tomography of the upper mantle beneath the southern
Lachlan Orogen, Australia

Nick Rawlinson and Brian Kennett
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In the 2005-2006 EVA experiment, 50 short period seismic stations were deployed
across the southern end of the Great Dividing Range in Victoria (southeast Australia)
to record distant earthquakes (see Figure 1). This study forms part of an ambitious
long term experiment undertaken by RSES, called WOMBAT-SE, to use rolling
deployments of dense seismic arrays to cover much of Eastern Australia. A total of
7452 relative P-wave arrival time residuals from 169 teleseismic events have been
extracted from the continuous records of EVA using an adaptive stacking technique,
which exploits the coherency of global phases across the array. These residuals are
mapped as 3-D perturbations in P-wavespeed in the upper mantle beneath the array
using a recently developed iterative non-linear tomographic procedure, which
combines a grid based eikonal solver and a subspace inversion technique. The
capability of the new scheme to include interface geometry is utilised in order to
investigate the effects of a priori Moho topography on the resolution of upper mantle
structure.

The resultant images show a pattern of P-wavespeed anomalies that lacks a
predominant orientation, and therefore does not favour a purely W-E subduction-
accretion model for the formation of the Lachlan Orogen.  One of the main features
of the 3-D model is a zone of elevated wavespeed beneath the northern end of the
array (Figure 2), which extends to a depth of approximately 150 km, and contrasts
with significantly lower wavespeeds to the south. This anomaly, which does not
appear to be an artifact of arrival time residual contributions from the adjoining
mountainous terrane, may reflect the presence of a substantial piece of Proterozoic
lithosphere incorporated within the Phanerozoic subduction-accretion setting of the
Lachlan Orogen. Another key feature of the solution model is a zone of relatively low
velocity beneath the Newer Volcanic Province northwest of Melbourne (Figure 2),
which extends from the crust to a depth of approximately 200 km. This is likely to
represent the signature of elevated temperatures associated with a diffuse mantle
source for the Quaternary volcanism in Victoria.

Figure 1.  Location of 50 EVA stations (open triangles) used in this study. Sites vary in elevation between
9 m (evd6) and 1724 m (evh1).



Figure 2. A selection of slices through the solution model with several features of interest highlighted.
(a) Depth slice at 100 km; (b) depth slice at 150 km; (c) E-W cross-section at 36o S; (d) N-S cross-section

at 147o E. NVP = Newer Volcanic Province; PCF = Proterozoic Continental Fragment.



Use of coda wave interferometry for estimating properties of
earthquake sources
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The waves arriving later in a seismogram arise from scattering and are known as coda
waves. Most techniques for studying earthquake source properties such as location
and mechanism do not use the coda. Coda wave interferometry relates the variation
between two earthquake sources and the cross correlation of their coda waves. In this
project we are researching the applicability of coda wave interferometry (CWI) for
constraining the location and mechanism of double couple events.

Snieder (2005) demonstrate how the separation between two double couple events
with identical source mechanisms can be estimated using CWI. We have conducted
numerical experiments in stochastic heterogeneous media to explore the range of
applicability of CWI for estimating source separation. We observe that CWI estimates
of separation are within one standard deviation of actual separation when the
perturbation is less than one fifth the dominant wavelength. Moreover, we have
demonstrated how CWI estimates of separation should be interpreted with the aid of
a probability density function (PDF) which computes the probability of different
actual separations for a given CWI estimate (Robinson, 2007a). We have also extended
existing CWI theory to show how a change in the source mechanism between two
identically located double couple sources can be estimated from the correlation of
their coda.

We are currently comparing the performance of CWI for contsraining earthquake
locations by using data recorded in the Paradox Valley, Colorado. The earthquakes that
we are studying were induced as part of local salinity control which includes injection
of saline water to depths exceeding 4km. These induced earthquakes were recorded in
an ideal recording situation with good azimuthal coverage. Therefor, existing location
techniques are expected to perform well.  We can use these data to explore the
usefulness of CWI in locating earthquakes. In particular, we can resemble poorer
recording situations by randomly discarding data and we can compare the
pereformance of CWI against traditional location techniques which are known to
perform badly when azimuthal coverage is poor. The figure demonstrates that CWI has
the potential to produce accurate estimates of earthquake separation for each station
separately and suggests that the technique may be useful when azimuthal covereage
is poor.



Figure 1.  CWI estimates of separation as a function of sliding time window (white lines) for a pair of
events from Paradox Valley which previous modelling has suggested are 100 m from on another.  Each

white line represents data from a different channel-station combination. The yellow error bar
represents the mean and +/- one standard deviation when data from all chanell-station combinations

are included.
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A component of the developing Australian Tsunami Warning System is to rapidly
estimate the slip pattern on an earthquake fault using body and surface wave seismic
data. The results of finite-fault slip inversions can be fed into numerical models to
calculate far-field tsunami potential and hence wave height at distant coasts.  In an
operational context this has to be done rapidly and in a robust manner, which creates
a problem because the inversion process is non-unique and under-determined. This
forces the introduction of hyper-parameters that must be chosen to balance the
trade-off between spatial smoothness of the solution and the fit to the data.
Previously, this has been done using a time-consuming, trial-and-error process
requiring human intervention, which would be unsuitable in an operational context
where results are required rapidly and preferably without human intervention.

A solution to this problem has been developed using a cross validation approach to
selecting hyper-parameters. This technique requires many repeated inversions to be
performed on subsets of the original data set, each of which is tested against its
ability to predict data left out of the inversion. Cross validation involves a suite of
such tests to determine optimal values for the smoothing hyper-parameters. Initial
results are encouraging and suggest that the approach is able to reproduce the results
of human experts, at the expense of increased computations. Future work focuses on
parallelization of the algorithms (e.g. on RSES Terrawulf facility) to make them
efficient enough for an operational context and further application to a range of data
sets.



Figure 1.  Shows a comparison between inversion results with an automatic choice of hyper-parameters
by cross validation and an interactive choice by an expert. The slip results are very similar showing that

the cross validation approach can achieve a similar quality of solution without human intervention.
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The progress in the understanding of the deep Earth properties is partly inhibited by
the lack of reliable P wave velocity models of the lowermost mantle. P-wave velocity
maps are not well constrained in much of the southern hemisphere, in particular from
deep earth-sensitive body waves such as PKP and PcP (Tkal_i_ et al. 2002). SSCUA
project was a multiyear deployment of broadband seismic stations throughout
Australian Antarctic Territory from 2002 to 2005     www.rses.anu.edu.au/seismology/Expt/sscua/   .

During the time of its operation, the stations recorded about 100 teleseismic
earthquakes of magnitude larger than 5.5 at epicentral distances between 30 and 75°,
suitable for producing core-reflective PcP waves.

The high microseismic noise and non-operation during Antarctican winter prevented
recording a large number of high quality data. However, we observed 10 clear PcP
arrivals on various SSCUA stations and measured PcP-P differential travel times by
hand-picking and cross-correlation. This is insufficient to make any definitive
conclusions about the lowermost mantle structure, however these observations will be
useful in the context of improving global maps of the lowermost mantle properties.
We also studied the radiation pattern at the source and found that it significantly
influences whether PcP waves would be detected at a given location.

In addition, several events originating in the South Sandwich Islands region (SSIR)
were detected and we found that the PcP wave travel times were fast relative to the P
wave travel times. This indicates that there is a fast anomaly in the mantle that has an
impact on travel times of PcP waves and therefore could have important implications
for inner core anisotropy studies since the anomalously fast PKP waves originating in
the SSIR are used to support strong inner core anisotropy.

Figure 1. Distribution of events (stars) with clear PcP arrivals recorded at SSCUA stations in Antarctica
(triangles). The red diamonds are bouncing points of the PcP waves at the CMB.



Figure 2. An observation of PcP waves at station BVLK is shown with the radiation pattern, focal
mechanism and cross-correlation of the P and PcP unfiltered waveforms to obtain a differential travel

time measurement.
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The density contrast at the inner-outer core boundary (ICB), which has significant
geodynamical implications, has long been a subject of controversial findings.
Seismological 1D models of the Earth indicate that this contrast is larger than it would
be for just a phase transition. However, until recently, seismological studies using body
waves and normal modes have given significantly different values for this ratio.
When the ray theory is used, part of the problem lies in the fact that the convincing
observations of PKiKP and PcP for epicentral distances less than 70 degrees are
extremely rare. The relative amplitudes will be particularly sensitive to attenuation
and radiation patterns, that are not indentical in the mantle. For short distances the
mantle components are almost in common, and so the estimates of density conrasts
should be most reliable.

We observed clear PKiKP arrivals at very short  epicentral distances, sampling nearly
the same path from the source to the reflection point and from the reflection point to
the receiver. These observations are first such clear observations made, and are result
of a systematic analysis of a global dataset of IRIS Passcal seismic broadband
waveforms, nuclear explosions and several regional networks such as JARRAY in Japan.
We are examining the reflection characteristics for the major discontinuities and
study how they effect the amplitude of the observed seismic waves. Our preliminary
results indicate that the density contrast at the ICB could be lower than predicted
from 1D models of the Earth, but such estimates are more influenced by short-scale
heterogeneity and topography at the core mantle boundary than by possible complex
topography at the ICB.

Figure 1. PKiKP waves observed at very short epicentral distances (~7°) for an earthquake from the
South Sandwich Islands region. Vertical bars are predicted PKiKP travel times from the radially

symmetric model ak135.
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